NOMAD: The FAIR concept for big
data-driven materials science
Claudia Draxl and Matthias Scheffler
Data are a crucial raw material of this century. The amount of data that have been created in
materials science thus far and that continues to be created every day is immense. Without a
proper infrastructure that allows for collecting and sharing data, the envisioned success of
big data-driven materials science will be hampered. For the field of computational materials
science, the NOMAD (Novel Materials Discovery) Center of Excellence (CoE) has changed the
scientific culture toward comprehensive and findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable
(FAIR) data, opening new avenues for mining materials science big data. Novel data-analytics
concepts and tools turn data into knowledge and help in the prediction of new materials and
in the identification of new properties of already known materials.

Introduction
The discovery of improved and novel—not just new—
materials or unknown properties of known materials to
meet specific scientific or industrial requirements is one of
the most exciting and economically important applications
of high-performance computing (HPC) to date. The convergence of theoretical physics and chemistry, materials
science and engineering, and computer science into computational materials science enables the modeling of materials, both existing materials and those that can be created
in the future, at the electronic and atomic levels. This also
allows for the accurate prediction of how these materials
will behave at the microscopic and macroscopic levels, and
an understanding of their suitability for specific research and
commercial applications. Computational high-throughput
screening initiatives,*,1–5 significantly boosted by the US
Materials Genome Initiative,6,7 meet this issue by computing
the properties of many thousands of possible materials.
When looking more closely, however, one realizes
that such studies have been inefficiently and ineffectively
exploited so far, as only a tiny amount of the information
that is contained in all the computed data is being used. This
applies to high-throughput screening as well as to individual
theoretical and experimental investigations. Unfortunately,
besides a few numbers, tables, or graphs that appear in resulting publications, the wealth of other information contained

in the full research work is typically disregarded or even
deleted.
Changing this situation and fully realizing comprehensive
data sharing is slow, and characterized more by lip services
from science policy and funding agencies than by real commitments and support.8 This has slowed possible progress
of scientific advancements. In this context and in the area
of computational materials science, the NOMAD (Novel
Materials Discovery) a European Center of Excellence
(CoE),9 whose computer and storage are at the Max Planck
Computing and Data Facility in Garching/Germany, has
assumed a pioneering role, considering all aspects of what
is now called findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR)†,10 handling of data: Data are findable for anyone interested; they are stored in a way that makes them
easily accessible;11 their representation follows accepted
standards,12,13 and all specifications are open—hence data
are interoperable.‡ All of this enables the data to be used for
research questions that could be different from their original purpose; hence data are repurposable.§
We illustrate the latter with an example. Let’s assume
a research team has investigated TiO2 for heterogeneous
catalysis where TiO2 is an important support material. The
results published in a research journal are typically not useful for researchers who are interested in the same material,
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such structures and transform them into useful
information (Figure 2).
Thus, a key aspect of NOMAD’s vision is
to draw “materials maps” that allow us to find
materials that are useful for a particular application in the “structural and chemical compound space,” as sketched in Figure 2. Works
like those of Phillips and Van Vechten30,31 and
Ashby plots32 are role models, although these
“materials maps” employ “(x, y) coordinates”
that necessitate some prior knowledge about
the described material. For atoms, the Periodic
Table of the Elements is a fascinating early
role model for our vison for such maps, where
totally unknown elements were identified in
terms of white spots in the table, and even their
rough chemical properties could be predicted.
Amazingly, this table was developed before
Figure 1. Development of the four materials science and engineering paradigms.
any understanding of quantum mechanics
and the shell structure of electrons. Materials
maps are surely much more complex and multidimensional.
but in a different context. Having all data in a normalized
The crucial challenge in this context is finding the actuators
and code-independent form, as they are available in the
behind the material properties and functions (i.e., the proper
NOMAD Archive,14 allows one to use it in a versatile form.
descriptors). These need to be based on atomic properties and
This data can be as useful for photovoltaics in inorganic/
“collective” quantities that are easier to determine than those
organic hybrid materials as well as for research on pigmento be predicted. Turning this vison into reality requires novel
tation. Recall that TiO2 is behind the white color in paints and
approaches, and we need extensive data management. Similar
toothpaste.
to the establishment of a stable Internet, we now need to install
Today, big data and artificial intelligence are revolutioniza comprehensive big data infrastructure.
ing many areas of our lives and the sciences. Materials science
Finally, we stress that the success of novel data-mining
is not an exception (see References 15–28). In fact, data-driven
tools strongly depends on the data quality.33 The NOMAD
science is becoming the fourth paradigm of materials research,
as sketched in Figure 1.** While experimental investigations
Laboratory9 has set out to address all these aspects of comhave been carried out since the Stone and Copper ages, scienputational and data-driven materials science, providing a
tists of the late 16th and the 17th century started to describe
true platform for open materials science. It starts with the
physical relations by equations. Thus analytical equations
NOMAD Repository,34 by now the world’s largest raw-data
became a central instrument of theoretical physics (symbolized by the Schrödinger equation in Figure 1). Obviously, with
the advent of the second paradigm, the first one, empirical
and experimental science, did not become obsolete, but rather was complemented by an important, novel methodology.
The 1950s and 1960s marked the beginning of computational
materials science and simulations, the third paradigm. Within
this framework, computer-based experiments and simulations
became possible, with the corresponding results being analyzed
und interpreted like the experimentally measured ones.
The vision of NOMAD was and is to establish the fourth
paradigm29 in computational materials science (Figure 1)
with the recognition that big data contain correlations,
reflected in terms of structure and patterns in the data that
are not visible in small data sets. Furthermore, we acknowledge that many properties of materials cannot be described
Figure 2. Big data contain correlations and structures that are
invisible in small data sets. Finding descriptors that determine a
by a closed mathematical expression as they are determined by
specific property or function of a material is a crucial challenge.
several multilevel, intricate theoretical concepts. The various
Once they are in place, machine learning can be used on the
27
methods of artificial intelligence (e.g., machine learning,
data to eventually draw “maps of materials.”
compressed sensing,**,26 subgroup discovery28) can identify
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collection of its kind. In the NOMAD Archive,14 the raw
data are brought to a normalized form. The NOMAD
Encyclopedia35 is the “face” of the project, displaying the content of the vast amount of data, thereby also using advanced
visualization tools. Finally, the NOMAD Analytics Toolkit
demonstrates novel data-mining methodology for data-driven
research. The overall concept of the NOMAD CoE is sketched
in Figure 3 and is described in more detail next.

The NOMAD Laboratory
The NOMAD Laboratory9 is a European CoE that was established in 2015. Eight complementary research groups along
with four high-performance computing (HPC) centers, in different places in Europe form the synergetic core of this CoE.
This group also reflects that the CoE is part of the Psi-k,‡‡,36
CECAM,§§,37 and ETSF***,38 communities.
In short, the NOMAD CoE creates, collects, processes,
stores, cleanses, and visualizes computational materials science data computed by the most important materials science
codes†† available today. More importantly, the NOMAD CoE
develops innovative tools for mining this data in order to find
structure, correlations, and novel information that could not
be discovered from studying smaller data sets. The big picture is to advance materials science by enabling researchers in
basic science and engineering to understand materials data,
identify new materials and physical phenomena, and thus
advance basic science and help industry to improve existing,
and develop novel, products and technologies.

The NOMAD Repository
The first level of the NOMAD CoE is the NOMAD Repository.
It currently contains the input and output files from several
million high-quality calculations; the data volume made available through the NOMAD Repository is rapidly increasing.
In fact, the computational materials science community uses
millions of CPU hours every day in HPC centers worldwide.
The NOMAD data collection comprises calculations that have
been produced with any of the leading electronic-structure
software codes and increasingly also with codes from quantum
chemistry. Presently, NOMAD supports about 40 codes (see
also the NOMAD archive section next), and less-frequently
used codes will be added on demand. Thus, the NOMAD
concept and praxis are orthogonal to other data collections,
because the NOMAD Repository is not restricted to one or
two selected computer codes or closed research teams but serves
the entire materials research community with its ecosystem of
very different computer codes.
The NOMAD Repository contains not only plenty of calculations performed by individual researchers from all over the
world, but also data from the most important computational
materials databases worldwide. Examples include AFLOW,39
directed by S. Curtarolo at Duke University, OQMD,40 directed by Ch. Wolverton at Northwestern University, and the
Materials Project,41 directed by K. Persson at the University
of California, Berkeley. As such, NOMAD copes with the
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Figure 3. Structure of the Novel Materials Discovery Center
of Excellence (NOMAD CoE).9 More information can be found
at https://youtu.be/yawM2ThVlGw (the NOMAD Laboratory
CoE, 5-30-2017). Note: HPC, high-performance computing.

increasing demand for storing scientific data and making them
available for longer periods, as required by many funding
agencies worldwide. NOMAD keeps scientific data for at least
10 years, for free. In this way, NOMAD helps research groups
to organize their data for their own groups and to share and
exchange their results between two or more groups, making
it easier to recall what was actually done some years ago. The
NOMAD Repository is the only repository in materials science
so far to be recommended by Nature journal Scientific Data.42
Results are accepted in their raw format as produced by the
underlying code. The only conditions are that the list of authors
be provided, the code and version be retrievable from the
uploaded files, and the input and output files be complete. Data
can be restricted to the owner or made available to other people
(selected by the owner). After a maximum period of three years,
all data become open access. For downloading data, registration
is not required. As previously noted, the NOMAD concepts
are 100% FAIR.†,‡,10 The NOMAD Repository has been online
and open since the beginning of 2014 and has enabled a
cultural shift toward open data and thus open science43 in
the computational materials research community. Figure 4
shows the numbers of total-energy calculations produced
by different codes found in the NOMAD Repository and
Archive (as of March 15, 2018). For a quick introduction
to the NOMAD Repository, we recommend watching the
short movie listed in Reference 44.

The NOMAD Archive
As the NOMAD Repository data is generated by many different
computer codes, it is very heterogeneous. We have developed
ways to convert the existing open-access data of the NOMAD
Repository into a common, code-independent format, by
developing numerous parsers and creating the NOMAD Archive.
The NOMAD Archive consists of the open-access Repository
data, converted to a normalized form. This ensures that data
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structural and electronic properties and thermal behaviors have
been processed, both for bulk materials and low-dimensional
systems. The Encyclopedia will soon be able to handle molecules, surfaces and adsorbate systems, response to external
excitations, elastic properties, Fermi surfaces, molecular
dynamics, and more.
The Encyclopedia also provides a material classification
system, links to external sources, and has an error-reporting
tool for problematic data. Should there be a data set or a graph
that does not appear to be correct, a user can contact us with
the help of a simple menu.

The NOMAD visualization tools
Figure 4. The Novel Materials Discovery (NOMAD) Laboratory
supports all important codes in computational materials science.
The figure shows the number of uploaded open-access totalenergy calculations at the NOMAD Repository* as of March 15,
2018. The abscissa shows the various codes with more than
80 uploads. The total number of open-access total-energy
calculations at the NOMAD Repository is more than 50 million,
corresponding to billions of CPU-core hours.

from different sources can be compared and, hence, collectively
operated upon by various NOMAD tools. A clear and usable
metadata definition is a prerequisite for this normalization step
to a code-independent format.
The development of the NOMAD Meta Info14 was indeed
a challenge. When NOMAD started, practically no metadata
existed for describing materials data, but they are of crucial
importance since physics, chemistry, and materials science
may use one term for different quantities or different terms for
one and the same property.

The NOMAD Encyclopedia
Knowledge and understanding of materials is based on their
characterization by a variety of measured and computed
properties. This includes structural features, mechanical
and thermal behavior, electronic and magnetic properties,
response to light, and more. On the computational side, the
NOMAD CoE has created a data infrastructure for not only
collecting and sharing data, but also indicating what this data
contains. Indeed, the variety of data uploaded to the NOMAD
Repository contains a lot of information that has not even
been fully explored by the researchers creating the data. The
NOMAD Encyclopedia is a web-based infrastructure that
makes many millions of calculations accessible. Its graphical
user interface provides a materials-oriented view of the computational materials data of the NOMAD Archive, displaying
all properties of a given material which have been computed
all over the world. In other words, it represents a user-friendly,
public access point to the extensive knowledge contained in
the NOMAD Archive. It not only helps investigators search
for the properties of a large variety of materials, it also allows
one to directly observe the spread of results, for instance, the
impact of a density functional on a given feature. Thus far,

Seeing helps understanding. NOMAD has developed an infrastructure for remote visualization of multidimensional NOMAD
data. We provide a centralized service that enables users to
interactively perform comprehensive data visualization tasks
on their computers without the need for specialized hardware
or software installations. It allows researchers to conveniently
perform graphical analyses of complex and multidimensional
time-dependent data from electronic-structure simulations,
together with molecular structures. There is special focus on
virtual reality (VR) for interactive data exploration. Users
have access to data and tools using standard devices (laptops,
smartphones). Such VR enhances training and dissemination,
and is especially successful when presented to the general
public. As an example, 360° movies can be watched with
simple Google cardboard glasses, as demonstrated for CO2
adsorption on CaO45 and excitons in LiF.46 The latter, being
six-dimensional objects, cannot be easily visualized in an
insightful manner otherwise. Taking the position of an electron or a hole, VR allows viewers to inspect the space of its
counterpart.

The NOMAD Analytics Toolkit
With the data of the NOMAD Repository and Archive at hand,
we now address the question of how this data can be turned
into knowledge and understanding. We should emphasize that
the amount of available data is huge (billions of results), but
compared to the immensity of the number of possible materials and the many intricate processes that determine materials
properties, coverage of the structural and chemical compound
space is still shallow.
Interestingly, this immensity in number of possible materials
becomes much smaller when the focus is on selected properties
or functions (e.g., systems with a certain bandgap and effective
mass that are stable under ambient conditions). Thus, we are
looking for some needles in a haystack, and if our tools are too
approximate, we may describe the hay but we may miss the
needles. Our aim is to develop big data analytics tools that will
help to sort all of the available materials data to identify trends
and anomalies and to build maps that also cover materials that
have not yet been synthesized, as sketched in Figure 2.
Machine-learning approaches are nonlinear fits of a large
pool of data. They will work only when there is sufficient data.
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However, for most materials properties, this is often not the
case, and the question has been raised whether there will
ever be enough data. The approach will work on less data
if based on a clever descriptor (a set of descriptive parameters) that ensures that the data is arranged in a somewhat
smooth manner.24–26 Finding the correct descriptor will
require domain knowledge, particularly when a highly
accurate and predictive description is required. Progress in
this direction has been significant in exploiting the mentioned
sparsity by compressed sensing,24–26 but in general, the systematic search for descriptors for materials science is still
in its infancy.
In this spirit, the NOMAD CoE is developing an
“Analytics Toolkit.” The overarching topics that are
currently addressed are (1) crystal structure prediction,
(2) scanning for good thermoelectric materials, (3) finding
better materials for heterogeneous catalysis, (4) searching
for better materials for optoelectronics and photovoltaics,
(5) analyzing alloys and their plasticity, and (6) predicting topological insulators. A number of prototype applications of our data-mining approaches are already publicly
available.47
We can illustrate the concept of finding descriptors
and building “maps of materials” by a recent example that
employed compressed sensing for the descriptor identification. Compressed sensing originates from signal processing and finds a low-dimensional representation for a complex
signal. In materials science, it has been used to identify the
key physical “actuators” that are behind materials properties,
and it identifies a few leading descriptor equations out of
a huge number of candidates.26 In recent work, Acosta and
co-workers48 used the above approach to build a materials map
for two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb structures in order to
analyze and identify 2D topological insulators (also called
quantum spin Hall insulators [QSHIs]). The authors calculated
220 functionalized honeycomb lattices that are isoelectronic to
functionalized graphene. These materials are built of Group
IV or III–V or IV–VI elements, and all atoms are bonded to
a Group VII element. Besides confirming the QSHI character of known materials, the study revealed several other as
yet unreported QSHIs. Using a recently introduced method
called sure independence screening and sparsifying operator,26 the authors then offered 10 million candidate descriptors to identify the best low-dimensional descriptor. Figure 5
shows the corresponding “materials map” defined by the
2D descriptor. Analysis of these descriptors (not shown
here) yields fundamental insights into the mechanisms
driving topological transitions. Furthermore, the map predicts several new QSHIs that were not part of the calculated materials.48

Summary and outlook
The growth of data from simulations (and experiments)
is expanding beyond a level addressable by established
scientific methods. The so-called “4 V challenge” of big
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data–volume (the amount of data), variety (the heterogeneity
of form and meaning of data), velocity (the rate at which data
may change or new data arrive), and veracity (uncertainty of
the data quality)—is clearly becoming eminent in materials
science. Controlling these massive amounts of data sets the
stage for explorations and discoveries. Novel data-mining
technologies can find patterns and correlations in data that
cannot be seen in small data sets or standard tools. As such,
data-driven materials research is adding a new research paradigm to our scientific landscape. All this is at the heart of the
NOMAD CoE.
Handling experimental data in a similar fashion as computational data—the logical next step—will make the data
challenge even more difficult. Today, experiments produce
terabytes of data per day even in mid-sized facilities. Taking
transmission-electron microscopes as an example, not only
can detectors acquire thousands of data sets per second with
millions of data points at once, they can also operate in parallel for multisignal acquisition. This leads to data creation at
typical rates of 30 GB per second—orders of magnitude faster
than existing data processing and analysis tools can cope with.
If this mass of data is to be effectively captured, managed,
navigated, and exploited, novel HPC solutions for highperformance data processing, data storage, data analytics,
information retrieval, and user experience are essential. Notably,
experimental data stem from various measurement techniques
and instruments with different resolutions and other experimental parameters. Another crucial issue is the quality of
experimental samples, which is often not sufficiently known
or characterized. In fact, the sample’s quality depends on
its history. Metadata about the experiment, the sample, and
the data must be defined if the experimental data is reused
or combined with other data. This is rarely done currently.
The NOMAD team, together with experimental colleagues,49
is taking the first steps in this direction.

Figure 5. A map of materials classifying 2D functionalized
honeycomb structures as functionalization-independent
(FI) quantum spin hall insulators (QSHIs), functionalizationdependent (FD) QSHIs, metals, and trivial insulators. Note: d1
and d2 are the descriptors identified in Reference 48.
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